
Target 
Practice

Equipment needed:  
Agility Cone
Foam Ball
Hockey Stick

Throwing



Warm up with the Limbo: Grownup uses the hockey stick as 
a limbo stick. Sing or play a song, and kid has to go under 
it. Make the bat lower and lower until it’s too low to go! 

Show child the components to throwing: elevate arm to a 
90-degree angle, swing back and throw. 

Easy: Put an agility cone on the ground and the child is 
next to it and throws and tries to hit the grownup with a 
foam ball who stands a few feet away. 

Medium: Now have the grown up walk around back and 
forth and the child tries to hit the grownup with a foam 
ball.

Hard: Try and chase your grown up with a ball and throw 
and hit them! If you hit them, you get to tickle them!

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Striker

Equipment needed:  
2 cones
Pickup sports box
1 dot
4 balls

Throwing



Warm up with tag: Spread dots out anywhere in your 
space. The adult is ‘it’ and tries to tag the player. Players 
try to run from adult and the dots are safe bases. You can 
only stay on a spot for 3 seconds, then you have to get off 
the spot. When you get tagged you are now ‘it’

The grownup should form a pyramid with the 2 pickup 
sports cones on top of the box, and place the agility dot 12 
grown-up steps away from the cones. Make sure the child 
is able to aim at the target while keeping arm elevated 
when throwing.

Easy: The child should be next to the dot and try to knock 
down all pickup sports cones in the pyramid at once.
 
Medium: Now scoot a step back and see if you can knock 
them down again. 

Hard: After the child has mastered knocking down all the 
cones at once the child should try to knock down two 
cones at a time. Then tell the child to try to knock down 
each cone individually. After each set 
the child should run and collect all the 
foam balls.

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Throwout

Equipment needed:  
Ball
Dots

Throwing



Warm up with Flexible Alphabet: 
Can you make your body look like every letter in the 
alphabet while standing? Now try making the whole 
alphabet (or just your name) while lying on the floor!
 

Set up a baseball diamond using the dots. 

Easy: Throw your grown up out.  Take 4 balls and have 
your grown up stand at each base one by one and you 
throw to him/her and hit their chest. Use your dominant 
hand.

Medium: Have your grown up run around the bases and 
the child can throw and try to hit the grown up! You get a 
run every time you hit your grown up!

Hard: Now try doing the same game and throwing with 
your other arm and see how well you throw! Have your 
grown up try to throw you out too!

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Bombs 
Away!

Equipment needed:  
Balloon
Inflatable Volleyball
Playground Ball

Catching



Warm up with Simon Says: Grownup is “Simon” and has 
to say “Simon says” before giving a command that the 
child does. If they don’t say “simon says” first then you 
don’t do it. See if you can trick your child! Here are some 
commands:  Touch your legs. Dance around the room. Do 
some arm jacks. Give yourself a hug.

Grown up shows how to hold hands and arms apart and 
how to catch and pull the ball close to the body.  

Easy: Have the grown up drop a balloon from up high and 
see if the child can catch and then grab it before it hits the 
ground and explodes!  (Try different positions)

Medium: Now throw the inflatable volleyball in the air from 
further away and let it drop and see if the child can catch it 
before the bomb hits the ground!

Hard: Take a playground ball and bounce it to the child 
and see if the child can catch it and not drop it!

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Ice cream 
Cone Catch

Equipment needed:  
Hockey Stick
Foam Ball
Cone

Catching



Warm up with Shadow Shuffles: Stand across from the 
child facing them. Whatever you do, the child must follow! 
Shuffle to the right/left. When you shuffle forwards, they 
go  backwards. When you go back, they go forward. 
Keep getting faster until they can’t keep up!

Grown up shows child how to hold a cone upside down 
and throw the ball up and see if you can catch it in your 
cone (so it looks like an ice-cream cone!).  Try catching it 
after letting it bounce once.

Easy: Grown up rolls the ball and child catches it 
underhand into the cone. 

Medium: Grown up bounces the ball with an underhand 
throw. Child catches it into the cone. 

Hard: Child holds the hockey stick instead of a cone. The 
grown up throws ball to the stick. Child tries to just tap the 
ball with the stick. 

You got it when you can do it five 
times in a row!

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Pepper

Equipment needed:  
Volleyball
Flag Net
Pickup Sports Box

Catching



Warm up with Push Up Tag: Grown up is ‘it’ first and tries 
to chase and tag the child. Child is safe if they get into the 
push up position. Can only stay in safe position for 3 
seconds then must move around again. When tagged 
switch roles.

Grown up shows how to “pepper” back and forth with 
each other by bumping, setting, or spiking

Easy: Grown up tosses volleyball in the air, and the child 
spikes it right back to them.

Medium: Grown up adds net, and tosses volleyball in the 
air, the child jumps and spikes it over the net tries to hit the 
pickup sports box.  If the child hits it, they get a point!  Try 
to get 5 points.

Hard: Parent calls out a shot (bump, set, or spike), child 
gets their position and then grown up tosses ball to 
appropriate height.  Pass it back to the grown up each 
time.  Have the child ask what shot they want!

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Double 
Dribble

Equipment needed:  
Balloon
Playground Ball

Dribbling



Warm up your arms with a mini dance: 8 fist pumps, 4 
grapevine to the right, 4 grapevine to the left, 8 fist pumps. 
Floss and Repeat. Suggested song: “Party Rock” by 
LMFAO

Grown up shows how to bounce using one hand at a time. 
Push the ball/balloon down to the ground...don’t slap at it.

Easy: Take the balloon and try to keep it in the air using 
any body part. Don’t let it touch the ground! Keep the 
balloon in the air using only your hands!  Don’t let it touch 
the ground! Can your grown up do this with their own 
balloon. Who can keep it in the air longer?

Medium: Push the balloon with one hand at a time toward 
the ground. Pick it up and push it down again...repeat! 

Hard: Try the playground ball! Can you push (dribble) the 
ball down to the ground and when it bounces up, can you 
dribble it down again?
How many dribbles can you get in a row?
Can you use both of your hands 
(1 at a time, of course!)

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Follow the 
Leader

Equipment needed:  
Playground Ball

Dribbling



Warm up with Shadow Shuffles: Stand across from the 
child facing them. Whatever you do, the child must follow! 
Shuffle to the right/left. When you shuffle forwards, they 
go  backwards. When you go back, they go forward. 
Keep getting faster until they can’t keep up!

Grown up shows how to dribble a ball with each hand.

Easy: The child should dribble the ball in a straight line for 
10 feet, then alternate hands

Medium: The grown up dribbles in different patterns and is 
the leader.  The child then follows where ever the grown up 
goes while dribbling.

Hard: Now the CHILD is the leader and dribbles around in 
different patterns while the grown up dribbles and follows.

Ready!

Set!

Go!



Defence

Equipment needed:  
Dots
Playground Ball

Dribbling



Warm up with Backpedaling!: 
Set up your dots in a zig-zag (like a letter Z). Start at one 
corner dot and run forwards-backwards-forwards and back 
to each dot. 
 

Set up a large square space with 4 dots to be your play 
area. Try to stay within the area to learn agility!

Easy: Dribble the ball with 1 hand 10 times...remember: 
push the ball down, don’t slap!
Dribble the ball with the other hand 10 times
Can you alternate with your right and left hands 10 times?

Medium: Move while dribbling. Alternate between 
dribbling the ball and moving your chair. 

Hard: Have your adult play defense on you to try to tap 
the ball away from you while you dribble from one end to 
the other.  Now the child plays defense and tries to STEAL 
the ball from the grown up and dribble back to the other 
side!

Ready!

Set!

Go!


